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Abstract

 Many biological events exhibit major features of emergent phenomena in which the detailed behavior of a collec-
tive ensemble of entities or agents is not predictable from summing their individual behaviors. The relationship between 
the emergent phenomena of evolution, including the development of cancer cells expressing apparently “random” genetic / 
epigenetic events and the influence of “scale” are also not yet widely understood or well defined. Presumably this uncertainty 
is also subject to further influence from non-oncologic random genetic and epigenetic events. A forward or a retrogressive 
evolution of individual cancer cells could be viewed as subsets of emergent phenomena in which random genetic / epigenetic 
events can also meld with other ongoing, underlying emergent processes, contributing to unpredictable outcomes. The ex-
tent to which such an interplay may subvert attempts at cancer therapy is not presently well identified nor are conditions that 
might promote or retard the incidence of random responses during the process. The rare reports of what may have included 
occasional random reversals of established cancers is another subject of interest. Some discussion of these questions seems 
merited.
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Introduction

Emergent Phenomena

 Several properties characterize emergent phenomena 
[1-6]. “Strong” emergent phenomena originate from 
collective systems in which the resulting form and behavior 
of its aggregate could not have been reliably predicted from 
the individual properties of its precursor elements. “Weak” 
emergent phenomena exhibit properties that can be at least 
suggestive of those exhibited by their precursor elements 
[1,3,4]. For example, individual cardiac myocytes exhibit 
spontaneous contractions which can be synchronized. In bulk 
and properly organized with a vascular system, they compose 
a propulsive organ, the heart, able to propel blood through a 
vascular system. In this case, while the aposteriori result of 
the collective outcome reflects a behavior of its individual 
members suggestive of their individual capability, details of 
the form it finally takes, number of cardiac valves, chambers, 
conduction system, etc. vary among the life forms employing 

variants of such propulsive systems, and would not generally 
have been predictable.

 “Strong” emergent phenomena can include radical 
novelty, dynamism with an underlying quasi-stability, an 
imbalance with the whole exceeding the qualities and apparent 
capacities of any sum of its parts. Some outcomes may reflect a 
retrogressive “blocked” development [7, 8 a, b ] and others that 
might be termed a “forward” causation with the acquisition by 
tissue stem cells [9- 11] of new, at times radical modifications 
of metabolic pathways able to activate nascent or evoke 
new, contingent outcomes [12].But the developing behavior 
of large, emergent ensembles capable of radical emergent 
behavior generally is not evident from any obvious predictable 
sum or difference of properties exhibited by their individual 
constituents. What has seemed even more puzzling, such 
considerations apply to both animate and inanimate systems 
and can influence many very large collections of similar 
components inherently capable of dynamic interactions [1, 
3, 4]. It appears that many large ensembles of animate or in 
animate entities exhibiting certain Inherent capacities are 
subject to a similar form of a universal, endogenous “logic”, 
“program”, “protocol” or “code” when confronted by certain 
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unidentified endogenous capacities of the interacting entities. 
And these outcomes may become evident over prolonged 
intervals of time or in other situations within several 
generations, e.g. Galopagos pigeon beak morphology. Such 
events seem to represent fairly “random” happenings, which 
however are consistent with and can promote (or retard) 
augmented survival.

It may not be surprising that the behavior of large 
“ensembles” of “entities” usually cannot be characterized by 
summing individual properties of their constituents due to the 
complexity of their random interactions. The interactions are 
too numerous and unique interactions can occur as rare events. 
These constituents include atoms, molecules, components of 
the weather, the stock market, behavior by collections of birds, 
fish, and many animate and inanimate, biological or physical 
systems An example such as the behavior of the stock market 
is instructive. While it exhibits characteristics of emerging 
phenomena, it is also subject to behaviors resembling those 
of a statistical random walk, suggesting a merging of differing 
strains of influence on its overall behavior. It appears that if 
a large and rich enough collection of interactions between 
constituent components is capable of occurring, the complexity 
of the multitude of interactions preclude reliable predictions 
of group behavior, due to an impossible number of unknown 
interactions to try and identify, calculate and model the system 
under study.

 While evolutionary pathways underlying the myriad 
of prior and extant life- forms qualify as a continuing series 
of inter-related emergent events, we suppose that the origin 
and progression of malignant disease generally represents a 
subset of disordered events in these prior and contemporary, 
larger inter- related programs of ongoing organic evolution, 
expressed by cells exhibiting a mis-programmed reproductive 
advantage associated with an increased survival of the “fittest”. 
Such changes can occur over a number of years (13, 14 a - c, 
32 b ); others in a lesser time span, as in childhood or even in 
utero.

Explanations of Emergence Including The Law Of 
Large Numbers, Complexity Theory And Scale As 
Applied To Macroscopic and Microscopic Biological 
And Other Events

 The study of complexity provides insight into the 
behavior of very diverse systems that can seemingly be dictated 
by elements of a common logic involving large numbers of 
interacting elements [15, 16a,b, 19]. The “logic” of cancer 
presumably encompasses defects at cellular genomic and 
extra-genomic signal transduction, structural assemblies and 
their function, etc. as they may alter the function of diverse 
intra and inter cellular networks, sub-networks, modules 
and nodal interactions related to cellular replication and 
differentiation [16b,17]. The influence of scale relies upon 
the law of allometry, that in many growing systems, some of 
the elements associated with growth are non-linear [16a].
In addition to unidentified combinatorial events, cellular 
history can also be affected by additional broadly defined 

random events, including “mutations” and other biochemical 
interactions involving various sorts of genetic and epigenetic 
mechanistic “errors” and instability [6, 11, 17, 28, 30]. 

 The “law of large numbers”, essentially the addition of 
small Gaussian uncertainties, really a statement of the central 
limit theorem of statistics, can be invoked to explain an effect 
of aberrant cells on a population’s subsequent composition 
[18,19]. Individual variations are summed in bulk, in a kind 
of mass-action averaging, the outcome however appearing 
as deterministic due to the large number of cells expressing 
behaviors close to some broad average. To employ an earlier 
analogy [20], individual molecules of water in a wave are 
distinctive in many ways; positions, momentum, number of 
interactions with other water molecules, etc., perhaps even 
somewhat chaotic, yet the wave eventually reaches the shore, 
a deterministic outcome. It does so due to an overall structure 
related to relationships between the much larger numbers 
of more average molecules of water, a structure sufficient to 
dilute out effects, as it were, of the lesser number of outliers, 
unless their effect or numbers were sufficiently disruptive to 
disturb the majority forces maintaining the behaviors of the 
much more numerous molecules tending toward the “average”. 
This amounts to a representation of the central limit theorem 
of statistics. 
Attempts to understand the origin of emergent phenomenon 
have included elements of statistical and physical explanations, 
statistical mechanics, elements of the complexity theory and 
even quantum theory [14-17].

Bifurcation Diagrams

 If a “choice” for a system is to take one of several 
future options, a “fork” in the road, so to speak, beyond that 
point the properties of the system can change quickly. In a 
Feigenbaum bifurcating cascade representing an unfolding of 
a hypothetical cellular history, a non-linear system undergoes 
multiple periodic doublings, which can eventuate in a chaotic 
response [21]. These representations provide a means of 
visualizing multiple potential responses by members of an 
“ensemble”. Period doubling bifurcations represent different 
collections of states becoming available to members of the 
system.“Attractors” are employed to describe behavior of 
such dissipative systems: fixed point attractors correspond 
to equilibrium and steady states, limit cycle attractors to 
periodic states and strange attractors to chaotic states which 
are especially sensitive to initial conditions [21]. In addition, 
limit cycle attractors exhibit Mandelbaum fractal properties, 
repetitive self- similarity at all scales of observation [21,22, 23 
a, b].

Chaos is characterized by apparently random, 
unpredictable behavior and includes categories of dissipative 
chaos and deterministic chaos [21-25] Dissipative structures 
represent organized matter beyond the first bifurcation not at 
thermodynamic equilibrium. Deterministic chaos contains 
some predictable elements such as deterministic non-linear 
dynamical equations changing over time This is distinguished 
from random or “stochastic” changes in the environment, 
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so called “stochastic chaos”, equated to “noise” that includes 
seemingly random behavior but is unrelated to a strange 
attractor [26, 27]. In conservative (classical) dynamic systems, 
time is reversible, equations work in both directions. In 
dissipative systems, time is irreversible. A dissipative system, a 
state of matter arising after the first bifurcation, is maintained 
far from thermodynamic equilibrium [21]. According to the 
“irreversibility paradox”, “macroscopic” systems are time- 
irreversible, e.g., we all age and die, while “microscopic” 
systems are time-reversible. In addition, both statistical 
mechanics and chaos are considered deterministic but not 
predictable; quantum mechanics seems to be considered 
neither deterministic nor predictable. We leave the paradox 
unresolved [29c, d].

 These definitions, extracted from the references 
indicated [3, 15, 16, 25-27] several from Wikipedia, authors 
unknown, provide some indication for the direction of 
further study. Any confusion or mis-understandings off 
these terms likely is due to our attempts to paraphrase them.  
 
Summary

 Up to this point the intention has been to relate 
some of these ideas to the logic underlying the origin 
and progression of cancer as a byproduct of evolutionary 
events. Combined with concepts involving gene 
networks, nodes, computer programming and related 
informational and mathematical concepts it has not been 
farfetched to envision genetic / biochemical  circuitry   
with  a  resemblance  to  electronic “circuitry”, feedback, 
hysteresis, aspects of computer programming and the 
details of complexity and network theory as underlying 
a descriptive “logic” of cancer biology[15-28].   
 
 It might seem odd that random genomic and epi-
genomic events can lead to populations of cells exhibiting 
deterministic outcomes affecting their survival. If affected 
cells initially are few in number, stochastic effects can be 
disproportionately influential. While the final population 
resulting from a small population of original cells can 
be uncertain due to genetic drift, a random change 
in the frequency of a robust gene-variant in a small 
population could outgrow their un-affected companions, 
eventually becoming the dominant clonal representative.  
 
 By way of a further summary: Large ensembles 
can represent much more than an apparent sum of their 
constituents, depending upon the past, present or future 
combinatorial possibilities within the new daughter cells and 
vis a’ vis utilization of much of the genetic and functional details 
acquired from the initial malignant parental stem or other 
cell of origin, all occurring against the backdrop of random 
mutational and epigenetic errors occurring in both sets ofany 
involved parental cells and their subsequent progeny. Under 
those conditions an extended exposure to chance oncogenic 
modifications of them and their progeny’s inheritances can 
occur over evolutionary time.

Origins of Malignant Disease

 What follows are a few very introductory generalities 
regarding some major features of malignant disease. Currently, 
cancer causation is ascribed to hereditary (H), environmentally 
induced (E) or randomly -induced (R ) forms [6, 12, 18, 28], 
The likely contribution of each category in a given instance is 
arguable, with many favoring environmental causes overall. 
If responsible environmental agents are identified, associated 
cancers should be avoidable, perhaps an overly-optimistic 
point of view due to many reasons. Others believe that many 
cancers originate from random errors in DNA synthesis or 
repair [28]. A correlation has been demonstrated between 
the estimated number of cellular replications occurring 
over the lifetime of a tissue  and the likelihood of a cancer 
originating from that source [29a,b] although this is not 
universally agreed with. Random (or “stochastic“) events 
affecting other cellular components include epigenetic events 
that also can be causative (30).An additional uncertainty is 
whether the precancerous “target”- cell(s) usually represents 
a cell or tissue stem cell or a partially differentiated somatic 
cell; hierarchically- oriented pathways of very ancient origin, 
“from the top” or a retrogression or “blocked” differentiation 
of a partially differentiating somatic cell either experiencing 
defective replication or defective differentiation [31 a - 
d,32a,b]. Whatever the details, malignant changes occur 
against a backdrop of such underlying events.

Some Implications Inferred From the Preceding: 
Different Roles for Chance In “Normal” Or 
“Oncogenic” Emergence

 It is believed that a dividing stem or developing 
somatic cell will expresses a complicated series of events, 
pre-programmed by eons of prior hereditary history of its 
predecessors. In principle these events could be describe-able 
by a complicated “program” involving the interplay of genetic 
and epigenetic assemblies and sub-assemblies, modules, 
networks of interrelated nodes and intra and inter-cellular 
subsystems responsible for implementation of necessary tasks 
[16a, 33]. Since there is general agreement that mutational and 
related events are responsible for cellular evolution and for 
the initiation and maintenance of malignant changes [6, 12, 
18], these must occur before, during or possibly even after the 
“emergence” of replication and development. Altered events 
during non-malignant “emergence”, occurring in parental or 
progeny cells, should differ qualitatively from “oncogenic” 
mutational and associated events in either population. Non-
malignant emergence would seem to be accompanied by 
more limited developmental changes, that is, cell lines appear 
to breed phenotypically “true”; “oncogenic” developmental 
events should be more radical and extreme. Whether they can 
stand “alone” or require some prior form of complementary 
changes in genomic potential derived from the parental line(s) 
may distinguish several forms of oncogenic histories. The 
interaction between daughter cells and the genetic potential 
of precursor parental cell(s) would seem something of a 
two- way street. Newly developed genomic or other changes 
would need to be able to interact with major elements of the 
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residual developmental programming in the parenteral stem 
or involved somatic cells.

 One way to categorize random genomic and epigenetic 
changes is according to a hierarchical scheme [20, 32 a ,b,,33, 
34 a, b]. Random Housekeeping events (type 1) affect basic 
survival requirements of differentiated cells; DNA replication 
and repair, basic energy provision and its modulation, 
factors affecting influx and efflux of critical metabolites, etc. 
Interaction partners could express altered activity of enzymes, 
signal transduction, membrane components and the like but 
no long term changes in cell structure or function might be 
implied. Random Tactical Events (type 2 events) would include 
more complex changes affecting signal transduction, DNA 
synthesis, repair, or other diverse responses to more serious 
cellular stresses, that may involve cellular, network , node and 
other components of a cellular program required for replication 
and survival. Changes at the network, inter or intra- network 
and sub-networks could reflect more permanent interactions. 
These changes might involve components involved in the 
cellular programming responsible for replication, repair and 
survival. Finally, Random Strategic changes (type 3) would 
include fundamental modifications including initiation of 
new pathways superimposed on more ancient developmental 
circuitry. Over time, gene or chromosome duplications 
or deletions could mandate major re-direction of cellular 
evolution. Recently, “supergenes”, a group of genes in chickens 
were described that are transferred as if one or more genes are 
inverted in a “flipped over” form [34]. This inversion, at least 
initially prevents these genes from combining with those of its 
matching chromosome, nor are they as susceptible to repair 
mechanisms but are presented as a “package” to daughter 
cells. As such genes evolve divergently they are thought able to 
contribute to unexpected outcomes, modifying the subsequent 
development of daughter cells in unique ways.

 It is tempting to consider that the third proposed 
category might actually be followed by a fourth category of 
Chaotic Randomness (Type 4). Such a category mandating 
more extreme disruption of genomic organization may be 
required for radical reorientations of evolutionary direction 
involving such profound events as creation of new species, the 
formation of new genera and the like [35 a, b, 50]. Development 
of bilateral symmetry, dorsal- ventral or antero-posterior 
differences or other major forms of structural and functional 
reorganization and development of new forms of biological 
entities could be included. The capacity to undertake radical 
rearrangements of genomic material may be just what was 
required to create and sustain events such as the punctuated 
equilibria of current evolutionary theory [8 a,b , 49]. It is 
less clear that ongoing development of most cancers would 
normally require such radical developments to acutely evolve 
over the lifetime of a hypothetical patient.

 Regarding the frequency of regulatory or other 
random events, a proposed ordering of 1 > or = 2 >> 3 
>>>>>4 would seem feasible. These categories might “blend” 
somewhat. Examples of several events in the same category 
or in a mixing between events in several categories might 
occurred in suitably affected cells. A cancer cell is a form of 

parasite, and with the death of its host, that resident clone dies 
out unless its’ potential was previously passed on to progeny. 
Examples of intra-species transfer of cancers are rare, e.g., the 
Tasmanian facial tumor [36] or possibly occasionally via organ 
transplants. Uptake of DNA released by contiguous cells in a 
tissue has been also been described.

 A mutational event might occur without immediate 
consequence. Some future additional event able to interact 
with the prior one, either activating or inhibiting some third 
event could have important consequences for the further 
“emergence” of the affected cell.

As mentioned, it has also been speculated whether the 
biological equivalence of a limited form of regulatory chaos is 
the ultimate behavior underlying the suggested third and even 
more extreme fourth more radical form of random, strategic 
evolutionary change fundamental to major developmental 
changes in cellular structure and function, leading to the 
extensive variability and range of evolutionary outcomes 
[8 a, 35 a, b, 49].The occurrence of enormous numbers of 
interacting cellular regulatory and metabolic components 
in new combinations with unique admixtures of contingent 
events generates very large numbers of potential permutations 
and combinatorial interactions over time. While many details 
of such interactions in cells thought to be undergoing an 
emergent development are obscure, something like this may 
lie at the core of similar outcomes in cellular differentiation 
[10, 11 , 12 a, b, 35, 37, 38], formation of new biological species 
and genera and in other disparate fields in which emergent 
outcomes also occur.

Necessary Integration of Oncogenic and Non-
Oncogenic Random Genomic / Cellular Changes

 Whatever the random changes in either parents or 
progeny, the resulting clones will in some manner have to 
be integrate-able with the extant evolutionary history of its’ 
parental line. Unless the modified cell line genome survives in 
progeny and is able to undergo extended evolutionary changes, 
evidence of random changes can be lost in the short term, 
especially in older post-reproductive cancer patients. Changes 
might occur in non-oncogenic regions of the cell, yet leaving 
it and its progeny sufficiently similar phenotypically to the 
parental line. Acquisition of unusual growth properties could 
signal a capacity for malignant behavior. Changes that are too 
radical might experience long delays or even eventual failure 
in attempts at re-integration with components of the original 
parental origin. Radically new features, such as a propensity 
to be less responsive to Internal or external influences 
normally limiting their replication, extent of differentiation, 
modification of old or introduction of new signal transduction 
or other pathways and their implementation and for more 
aggressive cells with an ability to metastasize would seem 
to distinguish a limited number of developing aggressive 
cells from less aggressive progeny. The development of such 
“radical” events would be consistent with a developing current 
or future “strong” emergence.
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Global properties of an evolving ensemble are often 
distinct from those of its individual components. The 
theories underlying complexity provides part of an 
understanding

 The appearance of emergence in both diverse animate 
and inanimate systems seems it’s most remarkable feature. The 
”entities”, include atoms, molecules and various other animate 
and inanimate entities, and explanations for the responses 
when large collections (ensembles) are studied has presented 
a persistent puzzle [1-4, 16,b, c]. Large numbers of “entities” 
seemingly follow their own forms of a universal logic, alluded to 
previously. Examples of and partial explanations for emergent 
phenomena are diverse, associated with unexpected results in 
the stock market, weather forecasting, the behavior of many 
purely physical phenomena and many animal behaviors, e.g. 
flocks of birds, schools of fish, etc. [1 - 4,15,16a - c,19,22,25]. 
Questions as to why and how this occurs remain arguable.

 It should also be mentioned that examples of similar 
cancers can arise from different cellular origins, sharing 
similar molecular details. Thus recently, human cultured 
epithelial prostate and lung cells have been altered into 
cells expressing a neuroendocrine small cell cancer lineage, 
following expression of a group of common “driver” factors 
[51 a ,b]. Whether transformed cells respond to subsequent 
responses from stochastic events, as distinct from any that 
may have contributed to the original induction of malignant 
transformation could be of interest. 

Cancers as emergent phenomena?

 To return to the original question; as benign or 
malignant cancers evolve, do they develop properties of strong 
or weak emergence? When compared with organic evolution, 
it seems inevitable to view the underlying play of events in 
oncology to have included apparently random changes in 
past, current or future normal development. There seems to 
be general agreement that “chance”, randomness, stochasticity 
and presumably even chaos have contributed to and are even 
responsible for the enormous variety and uniqueness in the 
multitude of different life forms. 

 To review: diverse inanimate and animate populations 
composed of individual “units” provide opportunities for very 
large numbers of interactions among and within their members, 
leading to unanticipated outcomes that often do not directly 
mirror properties of the individual units. It may be the case 
that developmental programs participating in “housekeeping” 
and random level 2 random “tactical” changes, would be more 
compatible with “weak” emergence, possibly also including 
clinically “benign tumors” exhibiting more restrained growth. 
More radical, fundamentally level 3 random “strategic” 
modifications or even an influence of chaotic events able to 
successfully reintegrate with the parental genome would more 
likely be associated with a “strong” emergence. A comparison 
at genomic and extra-genomic expression in cells exhibiting 
ostensibly “weak” emergence with purported “strongly” 
emerging cells could clarify the nature and the extent of these 
behaviors.

It can be remembered that cancers arising de 
novofrom somatic cells without an association with procreative 
cells would seem only capable of a more limited form of 
evolutionary development unless the cancer information 
could be passed on to progeny. Reproductive cells or their 
progeny containing potential oncogenic information should 
have a much greater potential to undergo serial emergent 
developmental events, including stochastic changes relevant 
for oncogenesis; cancer viewed as an ongoing developmental 
inborn error in these cells. 

From our ethnocentric point of view, the fortunate 
inability of mammalian cancers or their DNA to be transferred 
to, or as it were to “infect” other members of homosapiens [31 
c], fundamentally delimits the ability of a clinically established 
cancer to undergo aprotracted, interactive development of 
organic evolution occurring over evolutionary time. While 
stochastic events no doubt occur during their lifetimes, their 
accumulated number is limited due to the death of the host 
and lack of reproductive continuity for genomes of the affected 
cancer cell in pre or post-fertile patients. A truly parasitic 
existence of cancer cells could have briefly extended their 
survival in an individual patient.

The genesis of any ability to bypass immune rejection 
by a potential host would have represented a catastrophic 
development in human history, and might eventually have 
ended it. Transmission of human cancers to fellow humans 
or other animal cancers to the same or other species does not 
seem to have occurred except in a few instances, e.g., facial 
cancer in Tasmanian devils and canine transmissible venereal 
disease [36]. 

While cancers believed to originate from a common 
stem or a somatic cell share many common properties; genomic, 
and presumably epi-genomic “signatures” in different regions 
of the cancer can differ significantly [13,14a- c,15]. In addition, 
the signatures from metastases can also differ, both from the 
primary deposit and from one another [13, 14 a – c]. The ability 
to compare genomic signatures in single cells, employing single 
cell RNA-seq technique coupled with identification of unique, 
single clone-dependent differences with the parental line of 
cells and clustering algorithms to identify individual cell types 
combined with DNA sequence information should provide 
more definitive evidence of the presence of stochastically –
dependent malignant evolution and its mechanisms consistent 
with the properties of emergence [40 a, b,43]. Such evidence 
does not seem to be available, or at least is unknown to us. 
No two individuals, especially those derived from a mono-
zygote, are truly “identical’ at all molecular levels [44 a-c, 45]. 
The widespread evidence for mosaicism, the presence of cells 
with differing genomic heritages in an organism [46 a, b], is 
an additional argument against the supposed informational 
identity of what may appear to be “identical” cells. Despite 
the many superficial phenotypic similarities of identical 
mono-zygotically-derived twins, rendering a macroscopic 
comparison almost convincing, evidence of dis- similarity at 
microscopic genomic levels seems to obtain [ 44 a, c, 45].
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To the extent that deviant development of cancer 
progeny is subject to random genomic or epi-genomic 
variation, evolution of sub-species of cancers believed to 
originate from a given malignantly transformed stem or 
somatic cell can be anticipated. Are any examples of “self-
correcting” mutations known? Rare examples of what were 
believed to be “spontaneous” regressions (including “cures” ?) 
of cancer might have represented examples of this phenomena 
[47], but we are unaware of a published example in which a 
specific example or mechanism has been demonstrated which 
“spontaneously” achieved this result. Sickle cell anemia in 
which one disease process provides limited protection against 
another disorder, malaria, represents a hint of mechanisms 
that may become available to limit or even reverse an 
underlying malignant process [48]. Therapeutic attempts 
to reverse or otherwise interfere with a specific identified 
malignant “signature”, e.g. targeted chemo-therapeutic agents, 
modification of gene readouts, etc., mimic such an approach.

 Ideally, the ability to closely identify unique genomic/
functional differences employing single cell RNA sequencing 
studies and DNA sequence information may identify 
differences in malignant behavior and response to therapy 
reliant on stochastic events between individual progeny 
from malignantly transformed cells that distinguish them 
from their precursors. Were radical events such as essential 
gene or chromosomal duplications or deletions to occur, the 
expectation is that the two populations, given time would 
become more widely divergent. However any influence on 
future organic evolution should be nil and of an indirect 
nature unless the changes can be retained and contribute to 
future cellular evolution

 If the core explanation underlying emergence 
is the development of a large population of malignantly 
transformed or of normal cells (or other entities, weather 
events, the stock market etc.),with numerous interacting 
components subject to an enormous  multiplicity of random 
interactions super-imposed upon existent developmental  
programs, with unpredictable outcomes, some sense of why 
and how large collections  of “participant entities” subject 
to unexpected combinations becomes intellectually  more 
tractable. However simplistic, this argument provides some 
sense of how unique outcomes could become imposed upon 
resident developmental programs. The nature and frequency 
of these contingent interactions remains largely unknown 
and of course, unpredictable. 

 Some  form of a “ universal” logic [16a],seemingly 
unlike that we usually associate with “macroscopic” 
physical events seems to exist between the macroscopic 
and the “microscopic” scales and when very large numbers 
of participating entities express an ability to interact in 
unexpected ways, generating totally new combinations of 
biologic and non-biologic realities [16 a - c, 23-25 a, b]. The 
nature of these interactions and their effects on subsequent 
developmental events presents further features to be 
understood. Possibly distinction between noise associated 
with biological events [26,27], chaos versus randomness [ 
25], quantum Bayesian logic [25], deterministic chaos [16], 

dissipative chaos [2], stochastic optimization [8b], chaos 
versus randomness [5,24, 25] or additional differentiations 
of chance and relativistic chaos [21] will provide further 
insight. It seems that mathematicians generally equate 
randomness and stochasticity while physicists often make 
further distinctions [25 b]. In distinguishing random from 
chaotic data, a deterministic system should have a small, stable 
error, or if increasing exponentially exhibit chaotic behavior; a 
stochastic system would exhibit a randomly distributed error 
[25 a, b]. Random processes are irregular and unpredictable, 
chaotic ones are irregular, deterministic, impossible so far 
to predict, complex but ordered and may be associated with 
a fractal structure [16b, c, 25, 35]. It seems curious that 
stochasticity could contribute to seemingly non-random and 
even to chaotic biological outcomes associated positively with 
a temporary deterministic survival of the “fittest” cancer cells, 
although this result is so negative for a patient [4]. However, 
if even this ability had not evolved, there might not have been 
any human history [50]. That is, stochasticity can “cut” both 
ways.

CODA 

 Commenting on subjects in which one has superficial 
knowledge runs a high risk of perpetrating a number of 
misinterpretations, logical blunders and impermissible 
comparisons that individuals knowledgeable in these fields 
would never make. However we are left with being curious 
how scale and probably other unknown factors contribute to 
the “logic” displayed by many organic and inorganic processes 
[16a] and why stochasticity need not interfere and indeed can 
contribute to the unfolding or probably better, emergence of 
affected cells? What is the relation, if any between scale and 
fractalgeometries associated with chaos [16b]? Are there 
any general principles that account for interactions between 
random, chance biologic events and their ability to find 
“interaction partners” that together mutually support these 
events and may advance the survival of the affected cell(s)? 
Do micro and macro- biologic and non-biologic events share 
these properties? We certainly don’t know; perhaps somebody 
does.
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